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Bratislava
Built in the 9th century, the Bratislava castle
stands high on the hills above the Danube
river. Eleven kings and eight queens were
crowned here in the past, and many
legends are related to the history of
the castle.
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Castles

Impressive defensive structures along
the Sultans Trail
by Christelle Olibrice

Each castle along the
Trail has unique
characteristics that
will make you want to
know more about
them.

KALE PIROT
Kale Pirot, also called the Momchilov
grad, was built in the 14th century by
Bulgarian brigand and local ruler
Momchil.
The fortress was declared a Cultural
Monument of Great Importance by the
Republic of Serbia in 1979.

TVRĐA
OSIJEK

Buda Castle

Dunaföldvár

was declared a world heritage site in 1987.
The castle has a historical value and various
cultural flows.

Built during the 14th and 15th
centuries.

SÁRVÁR
The castle of Sárvár is also known as the
Nádasdy Castle named after the influential
Hungarian aristocratic Nádasdy family.
The castle was built in the 13th century with a
distinctive pentagonal shape and a dry moat
surrounding its walls.

The residence of
noblemen and safe
heaven for locals
and livestock

Buda castle remains a centre point of
Hungarian Culture and Tourism .

KALEMEGDAN
Kalemagdan at the confluence of the
Sava and the Danube is one of the most
beautiful natural lookouts in Belgrade.
It was first built in the 3rd century BC
by the Celtic Scordisci tribe and later
developed into the Roman stronghold, a
Byzantine castle and an Ottoman and
Austrian artillery fortification.
In the Middle Ages, it was the capital of
the Serbian Kingdom.
Together with the Kalemegdan Park,
the Kalemagdan Fortress makes a
unique cultural and historical complex.

The Bač Fortress was a part of the
Kingdom of Hungary, the Ottoman
Empire, the Habsburg Monarchy and the
Kingdom of Yugoslavia at various points in
time.
The Hungarian king Charles Robert I built
the fortress in 1338–1342, replacing the
former Slavic and Avar stronghold at the
crossroads to Europe, the Balkans and the
Mediterranean.
The Bač Fortress is today the bestpreserved medieval fort in Vojvodina.
It was declared a cultural monument of
exceptional importance in 1948.

BAČ
Today, the village of Bač is a unique
mosaic of European cultures, containing
buildings from the 12th to the 19th
centuries with influences ranging from
Romanesque, Gothic, Renaissance,
Byzantine, and Islamic art.

